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LAURE VERMEERSCH is a filmmaker.  

She completed the film Halcyons -Alkyonides, 

which captures a wedding in Greece the  

week Syriza came to power. She is currently 

working on two other films: one on migration,  

The Night that the Sea Could Be Heard,  

But Not Seen; and one on the “invisibles” of  

capital cities, Les soutiers de la capitale. She 

contributes to the quarterly review Vacarme. 

  “The wave is the recoil of the stroke and it will be greater or less in proportion as  

the stroke is greater or less. A wave is never alone but is mingled with as many 

other waves as there are inequalities on the banks where the wave is produced . . .  

Many waves turned in different directions can be created between the surface  

and the bottom of the same body of water at the same time . . . all the impressions 

caused by things striking upon the water can penetrate one another without being 

destroyed. One wave never penetrates another; but they only recoil from the spot 

where they strike.” — Leonardo Da Vinci, “Of Waves,” in Notebooks
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FATHER MUSSIE ZERAI

MODOU GUEYE

Father Mussie Zerai works for the Vatican 

as a parish priest, ministering to the 

thousands of Eritrean Catholics who live 

in Switzerland. On his own time, he 

pursues his migration work under the 

auspices of the charity Agenzia 

Habeshiai. Zerai’s phone number 

circulates among immigrants, many of 

whom call him to seek help while they 

attempt to cross the Mediterranean Sea.

Modou Gueye is an actor and musician. 

He participates in the migration  

theatre festival in Milan, and features  

in the television humorist show  

“Zelig Strangers.” Through the  

Sunugal Association, he contributes  

to decentralized cooperation, literacy 

education, and rural development 

projects in Senegal.
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